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Abstract—Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) and mil-
limeter wave (mmWave) are two key enabling technologies
for the fifth-generation (5G) mobile networks and beyond. In
this paper, we consider uplink communications with a hybrid
beamforming structure and focus on improving the spectral
efficiency (SE) and energy efficiency (EE) of mmWave multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO)-NOMA systems with enhanced
user grouping and power allocation. Exploiting the directionality
feature of mmWave channels, we first propose a novel initial
agglomerative nesting (AGNES) based user grouping algorithm
by taking advantage of the channel correlations. It is noted that
the optimization of the SE/EE is a challenging task due to the
non-linear programming nature of the corresponding problem
involving user grouping, beam selection, and power allocation.
Our idea is to decompose the overall optimization problem
into a mixed integer problem comprising of user grouping and
beam selection only, followed by a continuous problem involving
power allocation and digital beamforming design. To avoid the
prohibitively high complexity of the brute-force search approach,
we propose two suboptimal low-complexity user grouping and
beam selection schemes, the direct AGNES (DIR-AGNES) scheme
and the successive AGNES (SUC-AGNES) scheme. We also
introduce the quadratic transform (QT) to recast the non-convex
power allocation optimization problem into a convex one subject
to a minimum required data rate of each user. The continuous
problem is solved by iteratively optimizing the power and the
digital beamforming. Extensive simulation results have shown
that our proposed mmWave-NOMA design outperforms the
conventional orthogonal multiple access (OMA) scenario and the
state-of-art NOMA schemes.

Index Terms—MIMO, mmWave, NOMA, user grouping, beam
selection, power allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is an emerging
paradigm which can support massive connectivity envisaged
in the fifth-generation (5G) networks and beyond [1], [2].
Conventional orthogonal multiple access (OMA) suffers from
limited user capacity as multiple users are separated in orthog-
onal channels [3], [4]. Take uplink power-domain NOMA for
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example: multiple users transmit their signals over the same
time-frequency resources based on superposition coding [5]–
[10]. The messages of the multiple users are decoded at the
base station (BS) by leveraging the different allocated power
levels with successive interference cancellation (SIC), yielding
a higher network capacity without further resource cost.

Millimeter wave (mmWave) communication is another key
enabling technology for next generation wireless networks
[11]–[13]. The mmWave frequency band ranges from 30
GHz to 300 GHz, where the signals experience an orders-
of-magnitude increase in free-space pathloss compared to that
in the Sub-6 GHz band. To combat the substantial propaga-
tion attenuation in mmWave channels, large antenna arrays
can be deployed to attain beamforming [14], [15]. Their
short wave lengths also facilitate the use of large array in
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems [16]. Fully
digital beamforming (DBF) allows us to control both the
phase and the amplitude of a signal. However, DBF requires
a dedicated radio frequency (RF) chain for each antenna
which could result in tremendous energy comsumption and
signal processing complexity in the massive MIMO systems
equipped with large antenna array [17]. In contrast, analog
beamforming (ABF) is attractive for its low complexity. ABF
is usually performed through a phase shifter network which
places constant modulus constraints on the elements of the
ABF matrix [18], [19]. That being said, ABF does not support
spatial multiplexing which limits the enhancement of system
throughput. To strike a balance between energy consumption
and system performance, hybrid beamforming (HBF) has been
proposed [20]–[22], in which a small number of RF chains are
connected with a large number of antennas for harvest higher
amount of multiplexing gain with low-complexity hardware.

The NOMA based mmWave MIMO-HBF systems have
been attracting increasing research attention due to the follow-
ing features: 1) The highly directional channels of mmWave
systems facilitate the use of NOMA transmission for multiple
users sharing the same beam but with different distances to
the BS; 2) Whilst the directional analog beams can enable us
to perform NOMA over each beam, the digital beamforming
can be designed to combat the inter-beam interference.

A. Prior Works

In contrast to the conventional MIMO-OMA schemes,
MIMO-NOMA has shown its promising future in supporting
massive connectivity and expanding system capacity. There
have been numerous research attempts concerning the appli-
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cations of NOMA in mmWave communications. [23] pro-
vided an in-depth capacity analysis for the integrated NOMA
mmWave-massive-MIMO systems. Theoretical analysis and
results have validated the significant capacity improvements
achieved by NOMA.

In mmWave MIMO-OMA systems, a “virtual sectorization”
concept has been proposed in [26], where the users are
grouped virtually in the digital baseband stage, followed by
a channel-statistics-based analog beamforming scheme [27].
Considering the difficulty of acquiring channel state informa-
tion (CSI) in realistic mmWave channels, [28] exploited the
spatial division and multiplexing (JSDM) algorithm to study
the user grouping problem. However, since multiple users
are served by one beam in mmWave MIMO-NOMA systems
rather than allocated with dedicated RF chain tunnels, user
grouping in NOMA schemes is more complicated than that
in the OMA systems. [9] investigated the user grouping and
power allocation in both the downlink and uplink communi-
cation networks. However, as discussed in [24], [25], the user
grouping strategy in [9] is based on the channel gain difference
which may not be suitable for the mmWave communication
systems. In [29], the scheduled users are selected based on
a matching theory which can avoid the prohibitively high
complexity in exhaustive search. [30] and [31] adopted the
same user selection strategy where the two users in a pair have
a high channel correlation but large channel gain difference.
For the user grouping strategies which aim to serve all users
in a system, [32] and [33] discussed the 2-user downlink
and uplink mmWave-NOMA system, respectively, in which
joint Tx-Rx beamforming and power allocation problems
are addressed. However, the design freedom of these 2-user
grouping strategies may be limited which could be a barrier
for further enhancement of system performance. [34], [35]
and [36] extended the user grouping work to K-user NOMA
systems. In [34], a cluster-head selection algorithm is proposed
to select one user for each beam at first. [35] performed the
user grouping based on the K-means algorithm and designed
the analog beamforming by a boundary-compressed particle
swarm optimization algorithm. By assuming the users are
physically clustered, [36] allocated the users with an machine
learning framework building upon the K-means algorithm.

As mentioned above, the beamforming design can influence
the performance of NOMA in mmWave-HBF systems. The
authors in [24] proposed an angle-based user pairing strategy
and analyzed the performance where beam misalignment at
both the BS and the users is taken into account. In [25], the
lower bound for the achievable rate and an upper bound for
the sum rate gap expression between the perfectly aligned
and misaligned are established. The simulation results validate
that beam misalignment can significantly degrade the rate
performance in MIMO-HBF-NOMA systems. The employ-
ment of ABF is considered in [30]–[33]. In [30] and [31], a
predefined DFT codebook is used to perform beam sweeping.
After the users are paired, each pair chooses its beam element
based on the beam gain. Zero-forcing (ZF) beamforming is
implemented at the baseband to combat the inter-cluster inter-
ference. [32] and [33] decomposed the formulated joint power
control and beamforming problem into two sub-problems: one

for improving the power control and beam gain allocation,
and the other for optimization of analog beamforming under
a constant-modulus constraint. In [37], a new beamspace-
NOMA framework was proposed, in which an equivalent
channel hybrid beamforming scheme and an iterative power
allocation algorithm are developed. Random beamforming is
used to further reduce the feedback overhead in [38] and [29].

B. Motivations and Contributions

This paper is concerned with the setting of an uplink
hybrid mmWave-NOMA communication system. We adopt
the beam sweeping approach with a prior discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) codebook known by the BS and the users.
In principle, the channel gain and the beam gain will be
used at the BS to determine the decoding order of multiple
users clustered over a group. Thus, it is of vital importance
to cluster multiple users into different groups (where each
group consists of highly correlated users) to suppress the inter-
group interference, whilst optimizing the power allocation to
maximize the system throughputs. A major objective of this
work is to look for enhanced user grouping, beam selection,
and power allocation schemes for more efficient mmWave
MIMO-HBF-NOMA.

Due to the combinatorial nature of the aforementioned
three problems, it is challenging to attain a global optimum
solution. The current state-of-the-art mostly advocates the
idea of decomposing the entire optimization problem into
three separate sub-problems and then sequentially address-
ing them one by one [29]–[31], [35]. Such a sequential
optimization approach may lead to a solution which is far
away from the global optimum due to the limited design
freedom. Furthermore, the existing algorithms only reduce the
inter-group interference at the digital beamforming stage (by
implementing ZF beamforming). By considering the fact that
there are limited number of propagation paths related to a few
scatters in the mmWave communications, it is highly possible
that different users share some common scatters. When some
users in two (or more) different groups transmit their signals
through common scatters, the angles of arrival (AoA) of these
signals may be highly correlated, yielding a larger amount
of inter-group interference as identical beam elements may
be used by different groups. When ZF method is adopted in
the baseband DBF, any two identical beam elements in the
ABF can result in a rank-deficient DBF matrix. Even if these
groups do not necessarily choose an identical beam element,
the highly correlated beam patterns under this circumstance
could still result in severe inter-group interference. Such a
problem is referred to as the beam overlapping problem which
has been illustrated in Fig. 1.

To make a difference, we observe that the optimization prob-
lem consists of an integer problem involving user grouping
and beam selection and a continuous problem posed by power
allocation. Our key idea is to solve the integer problem and
the continuous problem separately. For the joint user grouping
and beam allocation integer problem, exhaustive search is
infeasible due to high computational complexity. In order to
reduce the computational complexity whilst maintaining the
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Fig. 1. Sytem model of uplink mmWave MIMO-HBF-NOMA communications and illustration of the beam overlapping problem: 1) The green group (Group
1) and the purple group (Group 2) share the same scatter and hence select the same beam pattern A, and thus the digital beamforming cannot separate the
signals of Group 1 and Group 2; 2) The red group (Group 3) and the blue group (Group 4) choose the two highly correlated beams (B and C), which may
produce significant interference to each other.

design freedom of the joint problem, we propose two low-
complexity joint user grouping and beam selection schemes
which are capable of circumventing the beam overlapping
problem in different ways.

In view of the characteristics of mmWave channels, channel
correlation1 is proved to be a major criteria for user grouping
in mmWave-NOMA such as the K-means user grouping
algorithms in [35] and [36]. However, it is known that the
performance of the K-means algorithm is heavily dependent
on its initial value. Since the initial cluster-head in each group
is randomly selected in [35] and [36], an improper initial user
could significantly affect the system performance. Aiming for
creating a group in a spontaneous way, we propose a novel
user grouping strategy based on the agglomerative nesting
(AGNES) clustering algorithm.

For the continuous problem on power allocation, we con-
sider to optimize the system spectral efficiency (SE) and
energy efficiency (EE) with the aid of quadratic transform
(QT) [39]. Perfect channel state information (CSI) is assumed
to be known at the BS and the users. The main contributions
of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We develop a joint optimization framework for the

mmWave MIMO-HBF-NOMA system, where joint user
grouping and beam selection scheme and power alloca-
tion strategy are introduced to combat the overlapping
beam problem whilst improving the system performance.

• Aiming to mitigate the inter-group interference in both
digital and analog beam stage, we first propose an initial
user grouping algorithm based on the AGNES clustering
algorithm, and then develop two schemes for the integer
problem which are the direct AGNES (DIR-AGNES)
scheme and successive AGNES (SUC-AGNES) scheme.

• We first formulate out the maximization problems of
SE and EE , then recast them with the aid of QT for
solvable problems. We devise an iterative approach to
obtain the optimal power allocation strategy and the
digital beamforming design. Extensive simulation results
under the generic mmWave channels verify the validity of

1The channel correlation in this paper only involves the angle correlation and
has no relationship with the channel gain.

our proposed schemes over the state-of-the-art schemes
under various typical parameter settings.

C. Organization and notations

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we describe the system model and formulate
the problems for the mmWave-NOMA communications. Our
proposed AGNES user grouping algorithm is introduced in
Section III. In Section IV, two user grouping and beam
selection schemes are proposed. Section V introduces the
power allocation algorithm. In Section VI, we summarize the
proposed algorithms and analyze the computational complex-
ity. In Section VII, simulation results are given to demonstrate
the performance. Finally, Section VIII concludes this paper.

Notation: The following notations will be used throughout
this paper: Upper-case and lower-case boldface letters denote
matrices and vectors, respectively; (·)T and (·)H denote the
transpose and the Hermitian transpose of a matrix or a vector.
S denotes a set; | · | denotes the absolute value of a scalar or
the cardinality of a set; ‖ · ‖2 denotes the Frobenius norm of
a vector or a matrix. CM×N denotes the set of all M ×N
matrices with complex entries. E{·} denotes the expectation
operation.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

We consider an uplink mmWave MIMO-NOMA transmis-
sion scenario, where a BS communicates with K users. The
user set is denoted as U = {U1, U2, ..., UK}. Before the
implementation of user grouping, the kth user is denoted
as Uk. The BS is equipped with NBS antennas and Nrf
RF chains and each user is installed with a single antenna2

(K > Nrf ). G data streams can be supported by the BS. To
obtain a higher multiplexing gain, we assume that the number
of the RF chain Nrf is equal to the number of the data streams
G, i.e., Nrf = G. The hybrid structure of the BS and the
system model of this paper are illustrated in Fig. 1.

2The considered model can be easily generalized to the case where the users
have different antennas, which will be specified in Section VI.
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To perform NOMA, the K users are divided into G clusters
served by the G RF chains with each cluster mapping to
a dedicated data stream. The detailed user grouping and
power allocation process will be described in the following
sections. After the user grouping, the g-th user set is denoted
as Sg = {Ug,1, Ug,2, ..., Ug,|Sg|} where Ug,u presents the u-
th user in the g-th cluster. In our considered scenario, all
users communicate simultaneously and each user is served by
one single cluster only. Thus, we have

∑G
g=1 |Sg| = K and

Si ∩ Sj = ∅ for i 6= j. Ug,u transmits its signal xg,u with the
allocated power Pg,u. The BS will receive the signals from all
users which can be presented as

r =

G∑
g=1

|Sg|∑
u=1

√
Pg,uhg,uxg,u + n, (1)

where hg,u ∈ CNBS×1 denotes the channel matrix of Ug,u.
The transmitted signal xg,u satisfies E{|xg,u|2} = 1. n ∼
CN (0, σ2I) denotes the NBS × 1 Gaussian noise vector
corrupting the received signals. After receiving the signals
from the users, the BS applies an NBS × G analog RF
combiner FRF = [fRF1 , fRF2 , ..., fRFG ]. The analog beamformer
is realized by a phase shifter network. Thus, each element
of FRF is constrained by the constant modulus (CM) value,
i.e., |F(i,j)

RF |2 = 1
NBS

. In our scenario, to reduce the hardware
processing complexity and the feedback overhead, we consider
the beam sweeping approach, in which each column of FRF
is chosen from a predefined DFT codebook F [22]. The DFT
codebook F is formed by Nbeam bases where each base is an
array response vector given by

a (N, ξ) =
1√
N

[
1, ej

2πd
λ cos(ξ), ..., ej

(N−1)2πd
λ cos(ξ)

]T
, (2)

where λ is the wavelength and d = λ
2 denotes the antenna

spacing. We discretize the angle ξ into Nbeam levels over
[0, 2π). The DFT codebook is expressed as

F = [a (NBS , %1) , a (NBS , %2) , ..., a (NBS , %Nbeam)] ,

with %i = 2π(i−1)
Nbeam

. Then, the BS implements a G×G digital
combiner FBB=[fBB1 , fBB2 , ..., fBBG ] to process the baseband
signals. The processed received signal at the BS is given by

y = FHBBFHRF
G∑
g=1

|Sg|∑
u=1

√
Pg,uhg,uxg,u + FHBBFHRFn. (3)

Due to the inefficency of diffraction as propagation pro-
cess, the number of significant multipath components may
be reduced and spatial selectivity are limited. The small
number of the multipath components (MPC) leads to high
directionality and spatial sparsity in the angle domain. We
use the widely adopted double directional channel model [26]
as the considered mmWave channel model. In this channel
model, the uplink channel matrix of Ug,u, hg,u ∈ CNBS×1,
is assumed to be a sum of the contributions of the scattering
propagation paths as

hg,u =

√
NBS
Lg,u

Lg,u∑
l=1

αg,u,laBS (NBS , θg,u) , (4)

where Lg,u is the number of the propagation paths of Ug,u
and αg,u,l denotes the channel gain of the lth path which is
independently and identically Gaussian distributed with zero
mean and variance of 1. Uniform linear arrays (ULAs) are
applied at the BS and aBS (NBS , θg,u) is the normalized
receive array response vectors with AoA θg,u ∈ [−π2 ,

π
2 ]. In

this paper, we discuss over the flat-fading mmWave channel,
but it is noted that our proposed algorithms may also work in
frequency-selective channels with second-order statistics CSI,
such as in [26] and [27].

B. Problem Formulation

Assume that we have finished user grouping and hybrid
beamforming design for the groups, according to the uplink
MIMO-NOMA technique [9], each user in a group suffers
from the intra-group interference and the inter-group inter-
ference. The channel gains and beam gains of the users in
the same group are key to decide the decoding order at
the BS when implementing SIC. Without loss of general-
ity, we sort the users with their channel and beam gains,
i.e., ‖(fBBg )HFHRFhg,1‖2 ≥ ‖(fBBg )HFHRFhg,2‖2 ≥ ... ≥
‖(fBBg )HFHRFhg,|Sg|‖2 for g = 1, ..., G. The SIC decoding is
performed to decode the strongest users’ signals first by view-
ing the signals of the other users as interference. Assuming
a perfect decoding, the receiver then recovers the signals of
the strongest user which will be subtracted from the received
signals when we decode the the remaining relatively weak
users. This process is successively performed until all the users
are decoded. After applying the SIC decoding rule, the signal
to interference plus noise power ratio (SINR) of Ug,u is given
by

SINRg,u =
‖(fBBg )HFHRFhg,u‖22Pg,u

I intra
g,u + I inter

g,u + ‖(fBBg )HFHRF ‖22σ2
. (5)

The numerator of (5) represents the desired signal gain. The
first term Iintrag,u in the denominator denotes the intra-group
interference as

I intra
g,u =

|Sg|∑
v=u+1

‖(fBBg )HFHRFhg,v‖22Pg,v, (6)

whereas the second term Iinterg,u denotes the inter-group inter-
ference as

I inter
g,u =

G∑
q 6=g

|Sq|∑
v=1

‖(fBBg )HFHRFhq,v‖22Pq,v. (7)

Thus, the average achievable data rate of Ug,u can be expressed
as

Rg,u = log2(1 + SINRg,u). (8)

In this paper, we aim for optimizing SE and EE, respec-
tively. The sum data rate of the system is given by

SE =

G∑
g=1

|Sg|∑
u=1

Rg,u. (9)
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L(Si,j ,Sq) =
(|Si|+ |Sq|)L(Si,Sq) + (|Sj |+ |Sq|)L(Sj ,Sq)− |Sq|L(Si,Sj)

|Si|+ |Sj |+ |Sq|
. (15)

The EE of the system is given by

EE =
Rsum

ξPsum + PC
, (10)

where ξ denotes a constant of the inefficiency of the PA and
PC denotes the fixed power consumption of the system [30].

Note that the SE or the EE performance of the system is
determined by user grouping, hybrid beamforming, and power
allocation strategy, which is challenging to analyze. The main
idea of this paper is to divide each coupled problem into
an integer problem and a continuous problem respectively.
We first consider the joint user grouping and beam selection
integer problem. Before proceeding to this, we first derive a
novel initial user grouping algorithm.

III. AGGLOMERATIVE NESTING USER GROUPING

In a mmWave MIMO-HBF-NOMA communication system,
the users in the same group obtain their beam gain by the
same beam pattern while different groups are distinguished by
different beams. Having this in mind, we propose an intuitive
algorithm where the users with a high channel correlation are
clustered to a same group to achieve a high beam gain and
the users whose channels are weakly correlated are allocated
to different groups to suppress the interference. Besides, in
contrary to the K-means algorithms in [35] and [36], the
proposed user grouping algorithm enable the users to form
clusters spontaneously at once without iteration process.

We use the AGNES algorithm to perform the user grouping.
The AGNES hierarchical clustering is a tree structure which
is able to form the groups spontaneously for high intra-group
similarity and low inter-group similarity. The “similarity” of
the users is referred to as the AoA similarity in the angle do-
main rather than the geographical distance in our scenario. The
angle similarity can be measured by the channel correlation
value L. Due to the high spacial directivity of the mmWave
channel, the similarity between Uk and Ul is defined as the
channel correlation [36]:

L (k, l) =

∣∣hkhHl
∣∣

|hk| |hl|
, (11)

where hi is the channel vector of the i-th user (i = 1, 2, ...,K).
Remark 1: The hierarchical clustering algorithm can recur-

sively partition the users in either a top-down or bottom-up
fashion. In our previous work [40], we consider the bottom-up
fashion because the number of users in [40] is not significantly
larger than the number of RF chains.

We take the bottom-up fashion as an example to introduce
the AGNES user grouping algorithm with which the top-down
fashion can be derived by the opposite process. Each user
initially belongs to a group of its own, then the groups are
successively merged into new groups based on the predefined
criteria until the desired group number (G) is reached. The
criteria for generating new groups depends on the linkage

method [41]. Typical linkage methods include: single linkage,
complete linkage, average linkage, ward linkage and centroid
linkage which are explained as follows.

We introduce the linkage methods in an inductive manner
[42] because only two user groups are merged at each step.
Suppose that Si,j is the user group merged from Si and Sj ,
namely, Si,j , Si∪Sj . Let Sq be one of the remaining groups
except for Si and Sj . The single linkage between Si,j and Sq
is given by

L(Si,j ,Sq) = min{L(Si,Sq),L(Sj ,Sq)}, (12)

which denotes the minimum distance between L(Si,Sq) and
L(Sj ,Sq). L(Si,Sq) and L(Sj ,Sq) are obtained from the
previous calculation in a same manner.

Average linkage distance is the average of the pari distances
which can be written as

L(Si,j ,Sq) =
|Si|L(Si,Sq) + |Sj |L(Sj ,Sq)

|Si,j |
. (13)

Complete linkage distance is the maximum value of the
distances L(Si,Sq) and L(Sj ,Sq) which is expressed as

L(Si,j ,Sq) = max{L(Si,Sq),L(Sj ,Sq)}. (14)

Ward linkage is the weighted distance between the groups
which is shown in (15).

Centroid linkage is defined by the virtual centroid of the
two groups which is calculated by

L(Si,j ,Sq) = ‖CSi,j − CSq‖22, (16)

where CSi is the centroid of the group Si.
These common linkage methods can be unified calculated

by Lance-Williams formulation [42] which is explained with
Table I and (17). Thus, we have

L (Sij ,Sq) =∆iL (Si,Sq) + ∆jL (Sj ,Sq) + ΛL (Si,Sj)
+ Υ |L (Si,Sq)− L (Sj ,Sq)| . (17)
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Fig. 2. The dendrogram of the proposed hierarchical clustering user grouping
method.

We choose the complete linkage in order to make the users
of the same group enjoy higher correlation in the angle domain
so that they can be better covered by a same beam to obtain
beamforming gain. Assume that there is a user set containing
P users V = {U1, U2, ..., UP } which needs to be divided into
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TABLE I
LINKAGE METHOD PARAMETER

Linkage method ∆i ∆j Λ Υ
Single linkage 1/2 1/2 0 −1/2

Complete linkage 1/2 1/2 0 1/2

Average linkage |Si|
|Si|+|Sj |

|Sj |
|Si|+|Sj | 0 0

Centroid linkage |Si|
|Si|+|Sj |

|Sj |
|Si|+|Sj |

−|Si||Sj |
|Si|+|Sj | 0

Ward linkage
|Si|+|Sq|

|Si|+|Sj |+|Sq|
|Sj |+|Sq|

|Si|+|Sj |+|Sq|
−|Sq|

|Si|+|Sj |+|Sq| 0

N groups stored in C (P > N). As we take the bottom-up
approach, so the P users initially form P groups. Then, the
similarity of any two users is calculated by (11). Two groups
are merged into a new group based on the complete linkage
at each time. The number of the current groups ind keeps
decreasing with the merging process. When the desired group
number is reached (ind = N), the user grouping procedure is
completed. The dendrogram of the proposed initial hierarchical
clustering user grouping method is illustrated in Fig. 2 and the
AGNES user grouping algorithm is summarized in Algorithm
1. The simulation result of the different linkage methods in
Fig. 3 also proves our analysis that the complete linkage can
achieve the best performance.

Fully digital

Proposed SUC-AGNES

Proposed DIR-AGNES

Algorithm in [9]

K-means

OMA

Fig. 3. System performance comparisons of different chain rule methods.
K = 7, G = 4, L = 6, Pmax = 24mW, Ptol = 2mW.

Algorithm 1 AGNES User Grouping algorithm: C =
user group(V, N)

Inputs: User set V = {U1, U2, ..., UP }, desired number of
group N ;
Outputs: User grouping strategy C = {C1, C2, ..., CN}.
Initialization: Initial single user groups Cp = {Up}, ind = P .

1: Calculate the correlation L in V by (11);
2: repeat
3: Search for two groups with the maximal similarity by

the complete linkage method;
4: Merge the groups with the maximal similarity;
5: ind← ind− 1;
6: until ind = N

IV. TWO PROPOSED USER GROUPING AND BEAM
SELECTION SCHEMES

In this section, we aim to solve the integer problem formed
by user grouping and beam selection. The optimal solution of
the integer problem can be obtained by exhaustively searching
over all user grouping and beam selection combinations which
is infeasible due to prohibitively high complexity. A number of
works such as [30], [31] adopt the sequential two-stage method
to reduce the complexity, where the users are grouped at first
and then the BS chooses the beams according to the fixed
group strategy. Nevertheless, as mentioned before, this method
leads to a beam overlapping problem if we consider to serve
all users simultaneously in the system. For low complexity
and to tackle the beam overlapping problem, two new user
grouping and beam selection schemes are developped.

A. DIR-AGNES user grouping and beam selection scheme

To solve the beam overlapping problem, the most natural
way is to delete the chosen beam element from the codebook.

At first, we perform user grouping with Algorithm 1. K
users are allocated to G groups as C = ∪Gg=1 Cg = U . The
user grouping strategy is obtained as S = C. The g-th group
chooses its desired beam element f̃

RF

g from the predefined
codebook F based on the beam gain as

{f̃RFg } = arg max
f̂RFg ∈F

|Cg|∑
u=1

∣∣∣∣(f̂
RF

g

)H
hg,u

∣∣∣∣2 , g = 1, ..., G, (18)

and the obtained beamforming gain of the g-th group is

ζg =

|Cg|∑
u=1

∣∣∣∣(f̃
RF

g

)H
hg,u

∣∣∣∣2 , g = 1, ..., G. (19)

Next, we choose the group index g? corresponding to the
group with the largest group beamforming gain as

g? = arg max
g

ζg. (20)

The group Sg? has the priority to choose its beam element.
We assign the corresponding analog beam fRFi = f̃

RF

g? for

Sg? where i starts from 1. Since f̃
RF

g? has been chosen for

Sg? , the codebook F is updated as F ← F − {f̃RFg? }. For
the other groups C ← C − Cg? , they need to choose their
desired beams from the new codebook and decide the priori
group index in the same manner. Since we directly delete the
chosen beam elements from the codebook, this algorithm is
called the direct AGNES (DIR-AGNES) user grouping and
beam selection scheme which is summarized in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 DIR-AGNES Joint User Grouping and Beam
Selection Procedure
Inputs: Desired cluster number G, user channels hk for
k = 1, 2, ...,K;
Outputs: User grouping strategy Π = {S1,S2, ...,SG},
FRF =

[
fRF1 , fRF2 , ..., fRFG

]
.

1: Form groups C = user group(U , G) with Algorithm 1.
2: for i = 1 : G do

3: {f̃RFg } = arg max
f̂RFg ∈F

|Cg|∑
u=1

∣∣∣∣(f̂
RF

g

)H
hg,u

∣∣∣∣2 for all Cg;

4: ζg =
|Cg|∑
u=1

∣∣∣∣(f̃
RF

g

)H
hg,u

∣∣∣∣2;

5: g? = arg max
g

ζg;

6: F ← F −
{

f̃
RF

g?

}
, C ← C − Cg? , Si = Cg? ;

7: fRFi = f̃
RF

g? ;
8: end for

B. SUC-AGNES user grouping and beam selection scheme

The proposed DIR-AGNES procedure can effectively solve
the beam overlapping problem. However, this user grouping
procedure only avoids allocating the same beam to different
groups, which may still lead to severe inter-group interference
from the predefined beams. Thus, in this subsection, we
further propose a successive AGNES (SUC-AGNES) joint user
grouping and beam selection scheme. This proposed scheme
exploits the multi-path feature of mmWave communication
channels to select the beam, which can actively mitigate the
interference from the defined beam elements.

In the initialization, we allocate the K users to G groups
by Algorithm 1 as C = ∪Gg=1 Cg = U . Let qg,u = hg,u be the
auxiliary channel variable. The G groups choose their desired
beams from the predefined codebook F by

{f̃RFg } = arg max
f̂RFg ∈F

|Cg|∑
u=1

∣∣∣∣(f̂
RF

g

)H
qg,u

∣∣∣∣2 , g = 1, ..., G, (21)

and the obtained beamforming gain of each group by

ζg =

|Cg|∑
u=1

∣∣∣∣(f̃
RF

g

)H
qg,u

∣∣∣∣2 , g = 1, ..., G. (22)

We choose the group g? with the largest group beamforming
gain by (20). Then, the corresponding analog beam is assigned
to be fRFi = f̃

RF

g? for the group g? and record the chosen users
in the group g?, i.e., Si = Cg? . Si stored the chosen users and
i starts from 1. For the other unchosen users C = C − Cg? ,
we aim to choose the analog beam appropriately to actively
avoid the interference from the users who have been chosen.
To achieve this, we remove the component of the previous
determined analog beam from the unchosen users’ channels
by a Gram-Schmidt based procedure. Let bi , f̃

RF

g? be the
determined analog beam for the group Si. The component of
the previous determined beam is removed from bi by

bi ← bi −
i−1∑
j=1

bHj bibj ,bi = bi/‖bi‖2. (23)

The channels of the remaining unchosen users Um ∈ C are
updated by an OMP fashion [22]:

qm ←
(
INBS − bibHi

)
qm, (24)

By this way, the unchosen users can select the paths which
is less correlated with the channel paths of the chosen users.
Then, the user grouping and beam selection can be finished by
the above scheme recursively. The whole SUC-AGNES joint
user grouping and beam selection scheme is summarized in
Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 SUC-AGNES Joint User Grouping and Beam
Selection Procedure
Inputs: Desired cluster number G, user channels hk for
k = 1, 2, ...,K;
Outputs: User grouping strategy Π = {S1,S2, ...,SG},
FRF =

[
fRF1 , fRF2 , ..., fRFG

]
;

Initialization: qk = hk for k = 1, 2, ...,K.
1: Form initial groups C = user group(U , G) by Algorithm

1.
2: for i = 1 : G do

3: {f̃RFg } = arg max
f̂RFg ∈F

|Cg|∑
u=1

∣∣∣∣(f̂
RF

g

)H
qg,u

∣∣∣∣2 for all Cg;

4: ζg =
|Cg|∑
u=1

∣∣∣∣(f̃
RF

g

)H
qg,u

∣∣∣∣2;

5: g? = arg max
g

ζg;

6: C ← C − Cg? , Si = Cg? ;
7: fRFi = f̃

RF

g? ;

8: bi , f̃
RF

g? ;
9: for i > 1, bi ← bi −

∑i−1
j=1 bHj bibj ,bi ← bi/‖bi‖;

10: qm =
(
INBS − bibHi

)
qm for Um ∈ C;

11: Regroup the remaining users C = user group(C, G −
i);

12: end for

After determining all user groups and the analog beam-
former FRF by Algorithm 2 or Algorithm 3, we sort the
users in each group with their channel and analog beam gains,
i.e., ‖FHRFhg,1‖22 ≥ ‖FHRFhg,2‖22 ≥ ... ≥ ‖FHRFhg,|Sg|‖22 for
g = 1, ..., G. Assuming we have obtained the power allocation
strategy, we choose the user with the largest gain as the beam
centroid in this group and design the digital beamformer with
the effective channels of the strongest users of all groups
[37]. The effective channel to design the digital beamformer
is written as H̃ = [h̃1, h̃2, ..., h̃G] where h̃g =

√
Pg,1FHRFhg,1.

The digital combiner is presented as

FBB = H̃(H̃HH̃)−1. (25)

Each column of the digital beamformer is further normalized
to satisfy the unit power constraint for the HBF beamformer
below

fBBg =
fBBg

‖FRF fBBg ‖2
, g = 1, ..., G. (26)
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QSE(P,m) =

G∑
g=1

|Sg|∑
u=1

log

1 + 2mg,u

√
dg(g, u)Pg,u −m2

g,u

 ∑
Uq,v∈Ωg,u

dg(q, v)Pq,v + σ2

 . (31)

V. POWER ALLOCATION

After solving the integer problem (user grouping and beam
selection), we now consider the continuous problem. To opti-
mize the power for the users in an mmWave MIMO-HBF-
NOMA system, SE and EE are two widely used criteria
for system evaluation. We formulate the power optimization
problems for SE and EE respectively, which are both non-
convex. We first introduce QT method to tackle the SE
maximization problem, and then derive nested QT (NQT) for
EE maximization.

A. Spectrum Efficiency

First, we take SE as our optimization objective function
which has been formulated in P1:

P1: max
{Pg,u}

SE (27)

s.t.C1 : Pg,u ≤ Pmax
g,u ,

∀g = 1, 2, ..., G, u = 1, 2, ..., |Sg|, (27a)

C2 : Rg,u ≥ Rmin
g,u

∀g = 1, 2, ..., G, u = 1, 2, ..., |Sg|, (27b)

C3 : ‖(fBBg )HFHRFhg,u‖22Pg,u−
|Sg|∑

r=u+1

‖(fBBg )HFHRFhg,r‖22Pg,r ≥ Ptol,

∀g = 1, 2, ..., G, u = 1, 2, ..., |Sg| − 1, (27c)

where C1 is the transmitted power constraint with Pmax
g,u being

the maximum transmitted power for Ug,u. C2 is the data rate
constraint with Rmin

g,u being the minimum data rate to satisfy
the Quality of Service (QoS) requirement. Since in NOMA
communication systems, the signals of the different users in
the same cluster are distinguished by power divergence, C3
is imposed to guarantee that the final power gain of the users
has enough gap to ensure the success of the SIC decoding.
Ptol is the minimum power difference required to distinguish
the desired decoded signal and the remaining non-decoded
interference code in a cluster.

Constraints in C2 are specified as follow:

C2 :dg(g, u)Pg,u −
(

2R
min
g,u − 1

)
 ∑
Uq,v∈Ωg,u

dg(q, v)Pq,v + σ2

 ≥ 0, (28)

where dg(q, v) = ‖(fBBg )HFHRFhq,v‖2 denotes the combina-
tion consisting of the beam gain and the channel gain from
Uq,v to the gth data stream and Ωg,u is the user set containing
the users weaker than Ug,u in the gth group and the users in

other groups, i.e., Ωg,u = {Ug,u+1, ..., Ug,|Sg|}
G
∪
q 6=g
Sq .

Constraint C3 is specified as follow:

C3 : dg(g, u)Pg,u −
|Sg|∑

r=u+1

dg(g, r)Pg,r ≥ Ptol. (29)

Directly solving the non-convex P1 is difficult, because the
objective function Rg,u is a fractional structure. By observing
that P1 is a sum-of-ratio problem, we consider to address it
by the QT algorithm in [39]. According to Corollary 2 in
[39], P1 is equivalent to

P2: max
P,m
QSE(P,m) (30)

s.t. C1 : Pg,u ≤ Pmax
g,u , (30a)

C2 : dg(g, u)Pg,u−(
2R

min
g,u − 1

) ∑
Uq,v∈Ωg,u

dg(q, v)Pq,v + σ2

 ≥ 0,

(30b)

C3 : dg(g, u)Pg,u −
|Sg|∑

v=u+1

dg(g, v)Pg,v ≥ Ptol,

(30c)

where QSE(P,m) is the new objective function given by (31).
m ∈ R is the auxiliary variable collection {mg,u}.

We propose to optimize the primal variable P and the
auxiliary variable m iteratively. When P is fixed, the optimal
{mg,u} is updated in a closed form as

m?
g,u =

√
dg(g, u)Pg,u∑

Uq,v∈Ωg,u

dg(q, v)Pq,v + σ2
. (32)

When {mg,u} is fixed, the objective function QSE(P,m) is
convex with respect to P because the formulation in log(·)
function is concave and log(·) function is nondecreasing and
concave. This allows us to use an optimization method to
obtain P. When m and P both achieve their optimal values,
the objective function QSE(P,m) obtains its maximum. The
process to allocate the power for maximizing SE is shown in
Algorithm 4. This algorithm is essentially a block coordinate
ascent algorithm which can converge to a stationary point due
to the concave-convex form. The details of the proof of the
convergence can be found in [39].

B. Energy Efficiency

When we consider EE as the optimization objective target,
the problem is presented as

P3 : max
{Pg,u}

EE (33)

s.t. (30a), (30b), (30c).
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QEE(P, n,w) =2n

 G∑
g=1

|Sg|∑
u=1

log

1 + 2wg,u

√
dg(g, u)Pg,u − w2

g,u

 ∑
Uq,v∈Ωg,u

dg(q, v)Pq,v + σ2

 1
2

−

n2

ξ G∑
g=1

|Sg|∑
u=1

Pg,u + PC

 . (36)

Algorithm 4 Power Allocation for Maximizing SE
Inputs: User grouping strategy Π, FBB , FRF , hg,u.
Outputs: Power Allocation {Pg,u};

1: repeat
2: Update m?

g,u by (32);
3: Update Pg,u by solving the convex optimization prob-

lem P2 for fixed m;
4: until QSE converges.

P3 is a non-convex problem because the objective function
in a ratio form is non-convex and the sum rate in the numerator
is also non-convex, which has been analyzed in P1. According
to [39], we can treat the numerator as an inner multiple-
ratio problem nested in the outer single-ratio energy efficiency
problem. Thus, we introduce the NQT algorithm to deal with
the nested ratio problem. First, we recast the outer ratio
problem as

P4: max
{P,n}

2n

 G∑
g=1

|Sg|∑
u=1

Rg,u

 1
2

−n2

ξ G∑
g=1

|Sg|∑
u=1

Pg,u + PC


(34)

s.t. (30a), (30b), (30c).

where n is the auxiliary variable for the single-ratio problem.
For the inner multiple-ratio problem in Rg,u, we apply the
quadratic transform again to the SINR term inside the Rg,u
and further recast P4 as

P5: max
{P,n,w}

QEE(P, n,w) (35)

s.t. (30a), (30b), (30c).

where QEE(P, n,w) is a new objective function after two
quadratic transform given by (36). {wg,u} are the auxiliary
variables of the fractional programming from (34) to (35). We
update wg,u as

w?g,u =

√
dg(g, u)Pg,u∑

Uq,v∈Ωg,u

dg(q, v)Pq,v + σ2
. (37)

After the update of wg,u, the optimal n is updated as

n? =

√
G∑
g=1

|Sg|∑
u=1

Rg,u

ξ
G∑
g=1

|Sg|∑
u=1

Pg,u + PC

. (38)

Similar to the scheme proposed in subsection A, we itera-
tively update P, n and w until convergence to obtain the power
allocation for maximizing EE. The power allocation algorithm
for maximizing EE is shown in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Power Allocation for Maximizing EE
Inputs: User grouping strategy Π, FBB , FRF , hg,u.
Outputs: Power Allocation {Pg,u};

1: repeat
2: Update w?g,u by (37);
3: Update n? by (38);
4: Update Pg,u by solving the convex optimization prob-

lem P5 for fixed w and n;
5: until QEE converges

VI. ALGORITHM SUMMARY AND COMPUTATIONAL
COMPLEXITY ANALYZE

A. Algorithm Summary

In Section III-V, we have proposed an initial user grouping
algorithm, two user grouping and beam selection schemes, the
digital beamforming algorithm and the power allocation algo-
rithm. The overall algorithm for the mmWave MIMO-HBF-
NOMA system is shown in Algorithm 6. T is the predefined
maximum iteration number. We emphasize that our design idea
is to divide the original problem into an integer problem and a
continuous problem. The integer problem is solved at one time
while the continuous problem is addressed in an iterative man-
ner. The optimization of the digital beamforming matrix and
the power of the users are both aimed at increasing the SE(EE)
of the system. During the iteration, the power allocation might
change the order of the users since their equivalent channel
gains are changed. If the strongest user Ug,1 is different from
the last iteration, the digital beamforming will be different too.
Thus, the iteration might keep incessant flipping. Considering
this, we set a maximum iteration number. In contrast to the
conventional three-step approach as shown in Fig. 4 (a), our
proposed two schemes give rise to more flexibility at resource
allocation as well as low complexity. Moreover, the beam
overlapping problem is solved by updating the codebook in
two ways, respectively. The proposed SUC-AGNES scheme
expands the idea of inter-group interference cancellation to
analog domain which outperforms the traditional inter-group
interference cancellation approach in only digital domain.

It should be noted that although the users in this paper
are equipped with single antenna, our proposed user grouping
can be easily extended to the multi-antenna situations to
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the HBF-NOMA design procedure: (a) the traditional HBF-NOMA design, (b) the proposed DIR-AGNES HBF-NOMA design, (c)
the proposed SUC-AGNES HBF-NOMA design.

Algorithm 6 User grouping, beam selection and power allo-
cation for mmWave-HBF-NOMA system
Inputs: hk, G, F , T .
Outputs: Π, FRF , FBB , P.
Initialization: {Pg,u} = Pmax, ITE = 1;

1: Perform joint user grouping and beam selection by Algo-
rithm 1 and Algorithm 2(Algorithm 3);

2: repeat
3: Calculate the digital beamformer FBB by (25) and (26).
4: Allocate power for maximizing SE(EE) by Algorithm

4(5);
5: ITE ← ITE + 1;
6: until SE(EE) converges or ITE > T

obtain a low-complexity sub-optimal design. In the mmWave
MIMO-HBF-NOMA systems where the users are with mul-
tiple antennas, the users can select their beam elements
from the user DFT codebook in the beam sweeping step as

{wRFg,u} = arg max
ŵRFg,u∈W

∣∣∣Hg,uŵRFg,u
∣∣∣2 , where wRFg,u denotes the

analog beamforming vector of Ug,u, Hg,u denotes the channel
matrix of Ug,u andW denotes the user DFT codebook, respec-
tively. The beam sweeping procedure is implemented before
the user grouping step, i.e., Step 1 in Algorithm 2 and Step 1
and Step 11 in Algorithm 2. The equivalent channel of Ug,u
is correspondingly revised to be

∣∣∣(fBBg )HFHRFHg,uwRFg,u
∣∣∣2.

B. Computational complexity

Next, for the integer problem, we analyze the computation
complexity of the two proposed user grouping and beam
selection schemes. For the DIR-AGNES algorithm, the average
computational complexity of the AGNES user grouping in
Algorithm 1 is O(K2). The average computational com-
plexity of the beam selection process is O(GKNBSNbeam).
The total average computational complexity is O(K2 +
GKNBSNbeam). For the SUC-AGNES algorithm, the av-
erage computational complexity of the user grouping part
is O(GK2). The average computational complexity of the
beam selection and channel updating is O(GKNBSNbeam +
GKNBS). The total average computatioanl complexity is
O(GK2 + GKNBSNbeam + GKNBS). The user grouping
and the beam selection problem can be optimally solved by

the exhaustive search, but its computational complexity is
prohibitively high, which is given by

O

((
GK +

G−1∑
i=1

(−1)i
(
G

i

)
(G− i)K

)(
Nbeam
G

)
G!KNBS

)
.

(39)

It can be seen that the proposed schemes significantly reduce
the computational complexity from the exponentially level to
the linear level.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the simulation results to evaluate
the performance of the proposed algorithms. We assume that
the BS is equipped with NBS = 64 antennas. Each user
has one single antenna. The path gain of Ug,u is set as: (1)
αg,u,l ∼ CN (0, 1) for l = 1, ..., L; (2) θg,u,l for l = 1, ..., L
are uniformly distributed within [−π2 ,

π
2 ]. We generally set the

number of paths to be L = 6. The QoS minimum rate contraint
for each user is Rmin = 0.01 bps/Hz [30]. The simulation
results are obtained by 3000 Monte Carlo simulations. The
parameter of the system is set to be ξ = 1/0.38 [30],
PC = 100 mW. The resolution of the DFT codebook is set
to be Nbeam = NBS . The maximum iteration number of the
continuous problem is set to be T = 20.

In the simulation, we compare several algorithms which are
explained as follows:
• Proposed DIR-AGNES: The user grouping and beam

selection are performed by Algorithm 2, the power
is allocated by Algorithm 4 for SE maximization and
Algorithm 5 for EE maximization.

• Proposed SUC-AGNES: The user grouping and beam
selection are performed by Algorithm 3, the power
is allocated by Algorithm 4 for SE maximization and
Algorithm 5 for EE maximization.

• Fully digital: The user grouping strategy is the same as
SUC-AGNES while the BS takes the fully digital beam-
former rather than the hybrid beamformers. The digital
beamforming matrix is obtained by ZF algorithm. The
power is allocated by Algorithm 4 for SE maximization
and Algorithm 5 for EE maximization.

• K-means: The user grouping and beam selection is
performed by Algorithm 3 with the initial user grouping
algorithm changing to the K-means algorithm in [35].
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The digital beamforming matrix is obtained by ZF algo-
rithm. The power is allocated by Algorithm 4 for SE
maximization and Algorithm 5 for EE maximization.

• Algorithm in [9]: The user grouping algorithm is based
on the channel gain difference in [9]. The beam selection
is performed by Algorithm 2. The digital beamform-
ing matrix is obtained by ZF algorithm. The power
is allocated by Algorithm 4 for SE maximization and
Algorithm 5 for EE maximization.

• OMA: The uplink mmWave OMA transmission is per-
formed via a ZF digital precoder and a power allocation
design without intra-group interference terms and con-
straint C3. We allocate a user to at most one time slot in
this TDMA system.

OMA

Fully digital

Proposed SUC-AGNES

Proposed DIR-AGNES

K-means

Algorithm in [9]

Fig. 5. SE versus SNR of the different algorithms. K = 9, Pmax = 24
mW, Ptol = 2 mW.

OMA

Fully digital

Proposed SUC-AGNES

Proposed DIR-AGNES

K-means

Algorithm in [9]

Fig. 6. SE versus the number of the RF chains of the different algorithms.
K = 12, SNR = 10 dB, Pmax = 24 mW, Ptol = 1 mW.

A. SE

We consider the normalized bandwidth in which the sum
rate can be defined as the SE. Fig. 5 shows the SE versus SNR
of the different algorithms. The number of users is K = 9,
maximum power of each user is Pmax = 24 mW and the
interval to guarantee the decoding process is Ptol = 2 mW.
The figure shows that our proposed DIR-AGNES and SUC-
AGNES scheme outperform the traditional OMA communica-
tion and some previous algorithms. The SUC-AGNES scheme

OMA

Fully digital

Proposed SUC-AGNES

Proposed DIR-AGNES

K-means

Algorithm in [9]

Fig. 7. SE versus the number of the users of the different algorithms. G = 4,
SNR = 10 dB, Pmax = 24 mW, Ptol = 2 mW.

OMA

Fully digital

Proposed SUC-AGNES

Proposed DIR-AGNES

K-means

Algorithm in [9]

Fig. 8. SE versus the number of the users of the different algorithms. K = 7,
SNR = 3 dB, Pmax = 20 mW.

is able to achieve a better performance compared to the DIR-
AGNES. This result is attributed to the update process in
the SUC-AGNES scheme. The inter-group interference of the
defined groups is actively avoid after renewing the remaining
users’ channels.

Fig. 6 shows the SE of the different algorithms under the
fixed number of users. As the number of RF chains increases,
the SUC-AGNES scheme shows salient advantage over the
DIR-AGNES scheme. The performance of the algorithm in
[9] improves from G = 6. At this point, the number of user
is twice the number of the RF chains. It implies that the
algorithm in [9] is more suitable for the scenario in which
there are less than two users in one group on average. Our
proposed schemes show stable superiority regardless of the
number of the RF chains.

The performance of the mmWave-NOMA scheme is related
to the number of the users served by the BS simultaneously.
We also investigate the relationship between the system per-
formance and the system overload situation ρ = K/G. Similar
to the results in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 shows the SE versus the number
of the users K. It is more obvious that the algorithm in [9]
is not effective in the scenario where ρ > 2. The performance
of the K-means algorithm in [35] decreases rapidly when K
increases as that the initial centroid of the beam in the K-
means scheme is randomly chosen which cannot guarantee
reasonable user grouping.
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Proposed DIR-AGNES
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Fig. 9. EE versus the maximum power limit of the users of the different
algorithms. K = 9, SNR = 5 dB, Ptol = 0.5 mW.

Fig. 8 illustrates the SE versus the required power interval
Ptol. We set K = 7, SNR = 3 dB and Pmax = 20 mW.
The SE of the NOMA schemes generally decreases with
the required power gap increasing. The OMA scheme is not
influenced by the required power interval. The performance of
the algorithm in [9] does not change much compared to the
other NOMA schemes. This is because that the algorithm in
[9] is based on the channel gain difference. The users with
large channel gain difference are more prone to be grouped
together which are not influenced by Ptol as much as the other
NOMA schemes in the power allocation.

B. EE
Fig. 9 plots the EE versus the maximum power of the users

Pmax. It is observed that when the maximum power limit is
low, the EE of the shcemes increases as Pmax increases. Then,
after a certain threshold, the curve stops increasing after the
peak. Further increase in power brings no improvement in EE.
It means that allocating too much power on the users is not
help from the perspective of EE. Moreover, we also provide
the results in terms of SE, the SE performance even decreases
when the power extend the peak point.

C. Convergence
The existing state-of-the-art mostly optimizes the transmit-

ting power with Dinkelbach method [43]. In this paper, we
propose to allocate the power with QT algorithm. In the
simulation, we set K = 9, the maximum power of each user
is Pmax = 24 mW, SNR = 10 dB and Ptol = 2 mW. The
optimization results of the two algorithms are almost the same
as presented in Fig. 10, except for the convergence speed. In
Fig. 11, we present the average convergence speed of the two
algorithms. The minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) of the
sum rate is defined as ω = Rite−R̂

R̂
. Rite is the sum rate of the

ite-th iteration in the power optimization. R̂ is the optimal sum
rate after the iteration. The QT algorithm has slight advantage
in the first 20 iterations.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have considered the design of enhanced
uplink mmWave-NOMA systems with a hybrid beamforming

Fully digital

Proposed SUC-AGNES

Proposed DIR-AGNES

Algorithm in [9]

K-means

OMA

Fig. 10. SE versus the iteration number.

Fully digital

Proposed SUC-AGNES

Proposed DIR-AGNES

Algorithm in [9]

K-means

OMA

Fig. 11. Sum rate MMSE versus the iteration number.

structure. We have proposed a novel initial AGNES user
grouping algorithm based on the channel correlation according
to the feature of mmWave channels. The complete chain
method is chosen to enable the users obtain better beam gain.
Moreover, two user grouping and beam selection algorithms,
the DIR-AGNES scheme and the SUC-AGNES scheme, are
provided to combat the beam overlapping problem. The SUC-
AGNES scheme further updates the users’ channels to actively
avoid the inter-group interference. The power allocation and
the digital beamforming are iteratively optimized to further
improve the system performance. The quadratic transform
algorithm is introduced to allocate the power for each user.
In the simulation, two system criterions are considered, i. e.,
SE and EE. Simulation results have shown that our proposed
algorithms outperform the other designs in different system
situation.
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